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ANTIDIRECTED SUBTREES OF DIRECTED GRAPHS 
BY 

STEFAN A. BURR 

The purpose of this paper is to prove the following result: 

THEOREM. Let T be a directed tree with k arcs and with no directed path of 
length 2. Then if G is any directed graph with n points and at least 4kn arcs, T is 
a subgraph of G. 

It would be appropriate to call T an antidirected tree or a source-sink tree, 
since every point either has all its arcs directed outward or all inward. As N. G. de 
Bruijn has noted (personal communication), such a linear bound in n cannot 
hold if T is replaced by any directed graph other than a union of such trees. 
The above theorem strengthens one of Graham [1], where an implicit bound of 
c(k)n is obtained, where c(fc) is exponentially large. The proof we give here is 
also shorter. We first give two simple lemmas. Both are essentially due to 
Erdôs, but it is not clear where either first appeared. Their proofs are easy, so 
we give them here for completeness; in neither case do we state quite the best 
possible result. 

LEMMA 1. Any graph has a bipartite subgraph with at least half as many 
edges. 

Proof. We use induction on p, the number of points. If p = 1 or 2, the result 
is trivial. Now assume the result is true for p — 1 and let G have p points. If v is 
a point of G, then by hypothesis G — v contains a bipartitite graph B with at 
least half as many edges as G — v. Let the parts of B be Xx and X2, and let Et 

and E2 be the sets of edges incident to v and to points of Xx and X2 

respectively. Clearly either Ex or E2 has at least half the edges incident with v, 
so that by adjoining one of them, and v, to B, we have a bipartite graph with at 
least half as many edges as G. This completes the proof. 

LEMMA 2. Let G have p points and q edges. Then G has a subgraph G' with 
minimum degree at least q/p. 

Proof. Successively remove points with degree less than q/p until it becomes 
impossible to proceed. This clearly does not exhaust all the edges of G, so a 
suitable G' remains. 

Proof of the Theorem. First, using Lemma 1, we can find a bipartite Gx c. G 
with n points and at least 2kn arcs. Let the parts of Gx be X and X'. Clearly, 
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some set of at least kn arcs is either directed from X to X' or from X' to X, 
and therefore has no directed path of length 2. By Lemma 2, there is a graph 
G2

ŒG with minimum degree at least fc, and of course, no directed path of 
length 2. Clearly, TczG2 , completing the proof. 

We could have made the above theorem slightly sharper by tightening up 
various steps, for instance Lemma 1. In fact, Lemma 1 has been sharpened 
[2, 3], There seems no point in doing so, however, since the 4kn can almost 
certainly be made rather smaller. The best lower bound we have found is 
(k - l)n -f 1. To see this bound, take T = Klk with all arcs directed outward from 
the center, and take G = K2k-2,2k-2> with half the arcs directed in each 
direction. This directed graph has 4k—4 = n points and (2k — 2)2 = (k- \)n 
arcs, and no copy of T. It is not hard to extend this example so that n becomes 
large while T stays fixed. 
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